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Dear members of the Nicolás Cabrera Institute,
Recent research shows that our memory is far from perfect♥each time we remember
something, we rewrite our memories, putting present into the past. A simple search in
google gives many papers in renowned journals reaching that conclusion.
This might sound bad at first sight. We all think that we remember the most important
events of our life well. But the purpose of our memory is to help us making good choices for
our future. We are not wired as a deaf computer, we seek action. We tend to mix events and
exchange the past with the present context, rewriting our memories, and to use the
rewritten registries in taking decisions.
Next year, we☂ll celebrate 50 years of UAM. It is an excellent occasion to remember old
stories and great achievements. But, taking note of the way our brain works, it is an even
better opportunity to modify our memories and favor decisions with a positive impact in
our future.
If we drift into the usual thought that old times were always better, we risk of introducing
negative bias. Thus, we can think about our mistakes. The Institute has served many
purposes, among which the creation of new entities or infrastructures in our Campus. This
has been certainly an important effort. However, in my view, it happens too often that these
entities or infrastructures have a strong tendency to try to be independent, that is, to put ill-
defined interests above open and selfless collaboration. Probably you can find other
mistakes related to the Institute and think on what we can do better.
We work in a Campus which concentrates a high level of funding from European, national
and regional sources, and the members of our Institute and our colleagues participate in
running María de Maeztu, Severo Ochoa, ERC and FET projects. It is everyone☂s
responsibility to eliminate tendencies blocking collaboration that have been characteristic
of the past and favor the participation of all interested people in the available infrastructure
and events. This is as important as writing properly the affiliations and acknowledgement
section of your papers.
The organizers of this year☂s meeting have tried to include every possible suggestion into
the program. For the first time, we have invited scientists from abroad, and we should have
eager discussions with them and thank them for coming, and also for criticizing our work.

Hermann Suderow
Director of the Nicolás Cabrera Institute
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PROGRAM
9:20 Opening session of the XX Young Researchers Meeting of the INC.

Session I.

09:30 INC Young Researchers Prize in Materials Science 2017: ☜Quench dynamics in
superconducting nanojunctions☝
Rubén Seoane Souto (Dpto. de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada)
09:50 INC Young Researchers Prize in Materials Science 2017: ☜2D Arrays of
Hexagonal Plasmonic Necklaces for Enhanced Second Harmonic Generation☝
Alejandro Gómez-tornero (Dpto. de Física de Materiales)
10:10 ☜Ultrasmooth metal thin films on curved fused silica by laser polishing☝
Gloria Anemone (Dpto. de Física de la Materia Condensada)
10:25 ☜Stability of colloidal 2D Titanium Carbides (MXenes)☝
Sergio Pinilla (Dpto. de Física Aplicada)
10:40 Invited talk: ☜Quasiparticle dynamics in Andreev quantum dots☝
Marcelo Goffman (Quantronics group, SPEC, CEA Saclay, France)

11:10 ♠ 11:40 Coffee Break

Session II.

11:40 ☜Collective Colloid Diffusion Under Soft Confinement☝
Sergio Panzuela (Dpto. de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada)
11:55 ☜Impedance biosensor interface based on nanostructured porous silicon☝
Chloe Rodríguez (Dpto. de Física Aplicada)
12:10 ☜Multiline operation from a plasmon-assisted solid state nanolaser☝
David Hernández (Dpto. Física de Materiales)
12:25 ☜Superconducting spintronics in magnetic tunnel junctions with competing anisotropies☝
Isidoro Martínez (Dpto. de Física de la Materia Condensada)
12:40 Invited talk: ☜Quantum liquid droplets in a mixture of Bose-Einstein condensates☝
Leticia Tarruell (ICFO-The Institute of Photonic Sciences, Castelldefels (Barcelona), Spain)
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13:10 ♠ 14:30 Poster Session.

14:30 ♠ 15:40 Lunch

Session III.

15:40 ☜Effect of the electrostatic environment in Majorana Nanowires☝
Samuel Díaz Escribano (Dpto. de Física de la Materia Condensada)
15:55 ☜Gold nanoshells: Contrast agents for cell imaging bycardiovascular optical coherence
tomography☝
Jie Hu (Dpto. de Física de Materiales)
16:10 ☜Novel strategy for developing antireflective coating based on liquid metal☝
Flavio Nucciarelli (Dpto. de Física Aplicada)
16:25 ☜Structural Stability of Cu-Azurin in SPM experiments: insights from MD simulations☝
Maria Ortega (Dpto. de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada)

16:40 Closing of the XX Young Researchers Meeting of the INC
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Session I
09:30 INC Young Researchers Prize in Materials Science 2017: ☜Quench dynamics in
superconducting nanojunctions☝
Rubén Seoane Souto Dpto. de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada

Quench dynamics in superconducting nanojunctions
R. Seoane Souto, A. Martín Rodero and A. Levy Yeyati

Departamento de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada, Condensed Matter Physics Center (IFIMAC) and
Instituto Nicolás Cabrera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid E-28049 Madrid, Spain

The shot noise and the higher order cumulants contain valuable information about interactions and
quantum correlations between electrons in nanodevices. While these studies have traditionally been
restricted to the stationary case, recent technological advances in the direction of the single electron
detection have attracted an increasing interest in the time resolved full counting statistics. On the
other hand, superconducting nanodevices are of central interest as building blocks in quantum
technologies. In this kind of devices, an unexplained excess of quasiparticles has been observed,
which set the limit for possible applications. In superconducting atomic junctions these quasiparticles
can decay to the Andreev bound states, giving rise to long lived odd parity states [1].

In this presentation I will focus in the dynamics of the charge transfer through nanojunctions
coupled to superconducting electrodes. Under rather general conditions, the system gets trapped in a
metastable state, characterized by a non-equilibrium population of the Andreev bound states.
Although the trapped quasiparticles lead to a peculiar time dynamics, the quantum state of the system
cannot be inferred from the evolution of the single particle observables. Instead, the information
provided by the full counting statistics (FCS) is needed to fully characterize the state [2,3].

Finally, I will also demonstrate that the evolution of the roots of the FCS generating function,
recently measured experimentally for the first time in a superconducting nanojunction [4], contain all
the information about the system transport properties. Their evolution also allows to identify
dynamical quantum phase transitions, much in the same way as the Lee Yang zeros of the partition
function are connected to phase transitions in the equilibrium mechanics [5]. I will also discuss when
a simplified description of the system dynamics based on the ☜dominant☝ zeros is possible.

Figure 1. Left panel: scheme of a nanodevice (in blue) connected to superconducting electrodes.
Right panel: probability distribution of the number of electrons transfer until a time t.

[1] M. Zgirski, L. Bretheau, Q. Le Masne, H. Pothier, D. Esteve, and C. Urbina, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 106, 257003 (2011).
[2] R. S. Souto, A. Martín-Rodero, and A. L. Yeyati, Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 267701 (2016).
[3] R. S. Souto, A. Martín-Rodero, and A. L. Yeyati, in preparation.
[4] K. Brandner, V. F. Maisi, J. P. Pekola, J. P. Garrahan and C. Flindt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118,
180601 (2017).
[5] C. N. Yang and T. D. Lee, Phys. Rev. 87, 404 (1952). T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev.
87, 410 (1952).
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09:50 INC Young Researchers Prize in Materials Science 2017: ☜2D Arrays of Hexagoonal
Plasmonic Necklaces for Enhanced Second Harmonic Generation☝
Alejandro Gómez-Tornero Dpto. de Física de Materiales

2D Arrays of Hexagonal Plasmonic Necklaces for
Enhanced Second Harmonic Generation

Alejandro Gómez-Tornero1, Christos Tserkezis2, Luis Mateo1, Luisa E. Bausá1 and Mariola
O Ramírez1

1Dpto. Física de Materiales and Instituto Nicolás Cabrera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049-
Madrid, Spain

2Department of Photonics Engineering Technical University of Denmark Kgs. Lyngby, 2800, Denmark

Assembling functional plasmonic nanostructures into organized two dimensional superstructures is at
the basis of the next-generation of optical devices. Information storage, cryptographic applications or
the development of advanced nonlinear sources for imaging and sensing are relevant examples of
multidisciplinary fields where functional plasmonic arrangements are currently demanded.
Scalability and a cost effective production of these systems are highly desired. Here, hexagonal
plasmonic necklaces organized in two-dimensional superlattices on functional ferroelectric templates
are fabricated in large-scale spatial regions by using a spatially-selective, surfactant-free photo-
deposition process. The plasmonic necklaces support broad radiative plasmonic resonances allowing
the enhancement of second harmonic generation (SHG) at the ferroelectric domain boundaries. We
demonstrate a 400-fold SHG enhancement at the near UV spectral region with the subsequent
interest for technological applications [1].

Figure 1. SEM images of the selectively formed Ag NPs necklaces on the hexagonal domain boundary
surfaces in LiNbO3 after the photochemical procedure. The plasmonic necklaces are ordered in a 2D geometry
(square lattice) and were fabricated in large spatial regions (mm2).

Because of the ease of the fabrication procedure and the remarkable improvement of the dielectric
nonlinear response at the nanoscale, this work is relevant for the development of efficient frequency
conversion nano-devices and paves the way towards novel hybrid metasurfaces.

[1] A. Gómez-Tornero, C. Tserkezis, L. Mateos, L. E. Bausá, M.O Ramírez, Adv. Mater. 29 (2017)
1605267.
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10:10 ☜Ultrasmooth metal thin films on curved fused silica by laser polishing☝

Gloria Anemone Dpto. de Física de la Materia Condensada

Ultrasmooth metal thin films on curved fused silica
by laser polishing

G. Anemone1, C. Weingarten2, A. Al Taleb1 ,C. Prieto3 and D. Farías1,4,5
1Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain

2Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology, 52074 Aachen, Germany
3Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas,

28049 Madrid, Spain
4Instituto ☜Nicolás Cabrera,☝ Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain

5Condensed Matter Physics Center (IFIMAC), Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain

The fabrication of atomically smooth metal films on supporting oxides is a quite demanding task,
since most physical vapor deposition methods used on metals do not work properly on oxide
substrates. Here, we report an alternative procedure, based on performing laser polishing of a fused
silica substrate before depositing the metallic thin film [1]. This reduces the RMS surface roughness
of fused silica by ca. 33%, and increases the maximum grain size of the metallic film from 200 nm to
1200 nm. The method has been applied to a fused silica parabolic lens, which has been coated with a
graphene-terminated Ru thin film. The reduction of surface roughness caused by laser polishing
leads to the formation of ultrasmooth Ru thin films. Crystallinity and subnanometer roughness of the
metal coating are demonstrated by the observation of He-diffraction from a macroscopically curved
surface, as shown in Fig.1.

Figure 1. He diffraction spectra from Gr/Ru(0001) grown on curved, fused silica laser polished
substrate, measured at an incident beam energy Ei =32.3 meV (black spectrum) and Ei =20.9 meV

(red spectrum).

[1] G. Anemone et al., App. Phys. Lett. 111, 181602 (2017)
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10:25 ☜Stability of colloidal 2D Titanium Carbides (MXenes)☝

Sergio Pinilla Yanguas Dpto. de Física Aplicada

Stability of colloidal 2D Titanium Carbides (MXenes)
Sergio Pinilla Yanguas

Two-dimensional (2D) transition metal carbides and nitrides (MXenes) have shown outstanding
performances in electrochemical energy storage and many other applications. Delamination of
MXene flakes in water produces colloidal solutions that are used to manufacture all kinds of products
(thin films, coatings and electrodes, etc). However, the stability of MXene dispersions, which is of
critical importance to their application, remains largely unexplored. Here we report on the
degradation of delaminated Ti3C2Tx dispersions (T represents the surface functionalities) and
outline protocols to improve their stability. Ti3C2Tx MXene solutions in open vials gets fully
degraded after 15 days, leading to the formation of cloudy-white dispersions containing primarily
anatase (TiO2). On the other hand, the solution could be well preserved when Ti3C2Tx MXene
dispersions were stored in hermetic Ar-filled bottles, because dissolved oxygen, the main oxidant of
the MXene flakes, was eliminated. Under such conditions, the time constant of the solution was
boosted from five days to almost two years. We have found that the degradation starts at the edges
and its kinetics follows the single exponential decay quite well. Moreover, we performed size
selection of the MXene solution via a cascade technique and showed that the degradation process is
also size-dependent, with the small flakes being the least stable. Finally, the proposed method of
storing the MXene colloidal solution in Ar-filled vials was applied to Ti2CTx to improve its stability
and time constant, demonstrating the validity of this protocol in improving the lifetime of different
MXene solutions.
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10:40 Invited talk: ☜Quasiparticle dynamics in Andreev quantum dots☝

Marcelo Goffman SPEC, CEA Saclay, France

Quasiparticle dynamics in Andreev quantum dots

M. Goffman*
Quantronics group

SPEC, CEA Saclay, France

An Andreev quantum dot (AQD) is a phase-biased superconducting weak link in which discrete

quasiparticle states, called ☜Andreev states☝, develop within the superconducting gap. In

particular, a single-channel AQD accommodates one Andreev state that can be occupied by

either zero, one or two quasiparticles. In a recent experiment we demonstrated the coherent

manipulation of the two-level system formed by the even states [1]. Moreover, as a common

feature to other superconducting devices, the single-occupied state of the AQD was also

observed. In this talk, I will present experiments on Andreev quantum dots obtained from one-

atom contacts between aluminum electrodes, in which we probe quasiparticle dynamics using

circuit-Quantum Electro-Dynamics like techniques [1]. I will focus in particular on the role of

the odd state in the relaxation of the AQD and on the effect of the cavity on the dynamics.

*In collaboration with: L. Tosi, H. Pothier and C. Urbina

References

[1] C. Janvier et al., Science 349, 1199 (2015)
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Session II
11:40 ☜Collective Colloid Diffusion Under Soft Confinement.☝

Sergio Panzuela Dpto. Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada

Collective Colloid Diffusion Under Soft Confinement
S. Panzuela 1, Raul P. Peláez1 and R. Delgado-Buscalioni 1

1Departamento de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada, Madrid, Spain.

This work presents a numerical and theoretical investigation of the collective dynamics of colloids
in an unbounded solution but trapped in a harmonic potential. Under strict two-dimensional
confinement (infinitely stiff trap) the collective colloidal diffusion is enhanced and diverges at zero
wave number (like 1/k) [1], due to the hydrodynamic propagation of the confining force across the
layer. The analytic solution for the collective diffusion of colloids under a Gaussian trap of width ジ
still shows enhanced diffusion for large wavelengths kジ<1, while a gradual transition to normal
diffusion for kジ>1. At intermediate and short wavelengths, we illustrate to what extent the
hydrodynamic enhancement of diffusion is masked by the conservative forces between colloids. At
very large wavelengths, the collective diffusion becomes faster than the solvent momentum transport
and a transition from Stokesian dynamics to inertial dynamics takes place. Using our inertial
coupling method code (resolving fluid inertia), we study this transition by performing simulations at
small Schmidt number. Simulations confirm theoretical predictions for the k綠0 limit [2] showing
negative density-density time correlations. However, at finite k simulations show deviations from the
theory.

Figure 1. Colloidal particles trapped on the interface between two liquids of the same characteristics
by means of an harmonic potential.

[1] J. Bleibel et al., Soft Matter, 10, 2945-2948 (2014)
[2] B. Lin et al., Phys. Rev. E, 89, 022303 (2014)
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11:55 ☜Impedance biosensor interface based on nanostructured porous silicon☝

Chloe Rodríguez Dpto. de Física Aplicada

Impedance biosensor interface based on nanostructured porous silicon
C. Rodriguez1, V. Torres Costa1, O. Ahumada2, M. Manso Silván1

1 Department of Applied Physics, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain
2 Mecwins S.L., Tres Cantos, Madrid, Spain

chloe.rodriguez@uam.es

Biosensing technology is a rapidly advancing field that benefits from the possibility to use
the properties of functional advanced materials to analyse biological systems. Electrical
biosensors, and in particular impedance biosensors, have potential for simple, rapid, label-
free and low-cost detection of biomolecules [1]. On the other hand, among all the functional
materials, porous silicon (PS) constitutes an ideal substrate for developing new chemistries
owing to its biocompatibility, well-established fabrication methods and large adsorption
surface, which allows an enhanced sensitivity [2].

In the present work, we use PS as a conductive and biocompatible platform in order to
fabricate an impedance biosensor. The first step involves the formation of a conductive PS
structure. For that, two parallel slots created by ion etching and filled with metal by
sputtering are formed on the PS surface. The second step consists of the formation of a
biorecognition interface. Indeed, after modification of the surface by a self-assembled
monolayer to trigger its sensitivity and allow a molecular selectivity and a control of the
biomolecular interactions, the surface of the functionalized material is biologically activated
for the detection of specific genomic or proteomic species. Indeed, we perform a sandwich
assay in which the biomarker is first recognized by a surface-anchored antibody and then by
an antibody in solution that identifies a free region of the captured biomarker. This second
antibody is tethered to a gold nanoparticle. Finally, the changes in the interfacial impedance
upon analyte binding are detected. The gold nanoparticles act as a mass-electric label and
allow increasing the impedance changes and consequently the sensitivity of the detection.
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12:10 ☜Multiline operation from a plasmon-assisted solid state nanolaser☝

David Hernández-Pinilla Dpto. de Física de Materiales

Multiline operation from a plasmon-assisted solid state
nanolaser

D. Hernández-Pinilla, P. Molina, J. L. Plaza, M. O Ramírez and L.E. Bausá
Dept. Física de Materiales and Instituto Nicolás Cabrera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid,

Spain

Plasmon assisted nanolasers are key elements in nano-photonics because of their capability to
generate coherent light at nanometric dimensions. They combine plasmonic nanostructures with
different optical gain media (organic dyes, semiconductors, and recently, solid state crystals),
providing a variety of nanoscale coherent light sources capable of operating at different spectral
ranges [1-3].

Here we demonstrate the possibility of multiline operation from a self-frequency converter
plasmon-assisted solid state nanolaser. The gain medium consists on a Y-cut periodically poled
Nd3+:MgO:LiNbO3 crystal on which linear chains of Ag nanoparticles have been deposited onto its
surface. In this geometrical configuration the radiative modes of the plasmonic chains produces the
spectral-selective intensification of the Nd3+ Stark transition with the highest emission cross-section
in the 4F3/2 4I11/2 region.

By this means, the nanolasing performance around 1µm is notably improved with respect to
previous reports [3], making possible the simultaneous generation of different self-frequency
conversion processes at the nanoscale. Namely, by taking advantage of both the near infrared (NIR)
nanolasing and the nonlinear character of the host crystal, we show the simultaneous generation of
blue, green and NIR coherent radiation spatially confined in the vicinity of the plasmonic chains [4].

The results constitute the first example of sub-wavelength confined multiline operation by means
of a single nanolaser device, and hold promise for technological applications in a diversity of fields
such as sensing, ultra-high density data storage or the control of the extreme light-matter interaction
for its application in quantum computing.

Figure 1: Schematics of the nanolaser device (left). Normalized spectra of multiline operation (right).

[1] M. A. Noginov, et al. Nature, 460, 1110-1112 (2009).
[2] R. F. Oulton, et al. Nature, 461, 629-632 (2009).
[3] P. Molina, et al. Nano Letters, 16, 895-899 (2016).
[4] D. Hernández-Pinilla, et al. ACS Photonics, Article ASAP (10 Nov, 2017).
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12:25 ☜Superconducting spintronics in magnetic tunnel junctions with competing anisotropies☝

Isidoro Martínez Dpto. de Física de la Materia Condensada

Superconducting spintronics in magnetic tunnel junctions
with competing anisotropies

Isidoro Martínez1, Juan Pedro Cascales1,2, Coriolan Tiusan3, Michel Henn4, Mairbek Chshiev5
and Farkhad G. Aliev1,

1 Dpto. Física de la Materia Condensada, IFIMAC and INC,
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049, Madrid, (Spain)

2 Francis Bitter Magnet Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
USA

3 Center of Superconductivity, Spintronics and Surface Science (C4S),
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, 400114 (Romania)

4 Institut Jean Lamour, Nancy-Université Vandoeuvre Les Nancy Cedex, 54506 (France)
5 Universit Grenoble Alpes, INAC-SPINTEC, F38000 Grenoble, (France)

Spin active interface mediating the hybridization between a ferromagnet and a conventional
superconductor is basic ingredient behind the recently emerged area of superconducting spintronics.
The observation of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) at MgO/Fe interface has been
attributed to interfacial (Rahsba type) spin orbit interaction (SOI). Recent theories [1] suggest that
SOI at Superconductor-Ferromagnet interfaces could lead to long-range triplet pair penetration into
the ferromagnet. Here we describe epitaxial V/MgO/Fe junctions as potential new building block for
coherent superconducting spintronics which explores SOI.
Firstly we show that due to competing in-plane and PMA anisotropies, the remanent magnetization
direction of 10 nm thick Fe layers could be magnetically tuned. We report on the field induced
asymmetric nonvolatile magnetization reorientation transition from the in-plane to perpendicular to
the plane states in 10nm thick Fe in MgO/Fe[100]/MgO (Figure). Micro-magnetic simulations with
PMA and different values of second order anisotropies at the opposite Fe/MgO interfaces
qualitatively reproduce the observed transition. Secondly, we investigate zero bias conductance
anisotropy in the superconducting state of SIF junction and compare the results with recent model [2]
involving equal-spin Andreev reflection between the superconductor and the ferromagnet interfaced
by a thin barrier with SOI. Our findings open new possibilities to develop multistate epitaxial
spintronics based on competing magnetic anisotropies.

Left: Sketch explaining the appearance of non-volatile out-of-plane magnetization in thin
ferromagnetic films with competing PMA and shape anisotropies for different thicknesses and the
influence of an applied external magnetic field. Right: experimental observation of nonvolatile
asymmetric reorientation transition in V/MgO/Fe/MgO/FeCo.
References
[1] F.S. Bergeret, I.V. Tokatly, Phys. Rev. Lett., 110, 117003 (2013).
[2] P. Högl, et al., Phys.Rev.Lett., 115, 116601 (2015).
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12:40 Invited Talk: ☜Quantum liquid droplets in a mixture of Bose-Einstein condensates☝

Leticia Tarruell ICFO, Castelldefels (Barcelona) Spain

Quantum liquid droplets in a mixture of Bose-Einstein
condensates
Leticia Tarruell

ICFO-The Institute of Photonic Sciences, Castelldefels (Barcelona), Spain
Dilute quantum droplets are liquid-like clusters of ultra-cold atoms self-trapped by attractive mean-
field forces, and stabilized against collapse by repulsive beyond mean-field many-body effects.
Originally predicted for mixtures of Bose-Einstein condensates with attractive interactions [1], these
systems have been recently realized in dipolar quantum gases. During my talk, I will present the first
experimental demonstrations of quantum droplets in Bose-Bose mixtures with pure contact
interactions, exploiting a mixture of two 39K Bose-Einstein condensates.
In a first series of experiments [2], we realize quantum liquid droplets in a system with only vertical
confinement. We directly measure the droplet size and ultra-low density via high-resolution in situ
imaging, and experimentally confirm their self-bound nature. We demonstrate that the very own
existence of these droplets is a striking manifestation of quantum fluctuations, negligible in single-
component condensates with only contact interactions. Finally, we observe that for small atom
numbers quantum pressure dissociates the droplets and drives a liquid-to-gas transition, which we
map out as a function of interaction strength.
These first measurements open an intriguing question: the difference existing between droplets and
solitons. In a second series of experiments [3], we address it by placing the mixture in an optical
waveguide, realizing a system that contains both composite bright solitons and quantum liquid
droplets. In analogy to non-linear optics, the former can be seen as one-dimensional matter-wave
solitons stabilized by dispersion, whereas the latter correspond to high-dimensional solitons
stabilized by a higher order non-linearity. We find that depending on atom number, interaction
strength and confinement, solitons and droplets can be smoothly connected or remain distinct states
coexisting only in a bi-stable region. We measure their spin composition, extract their density for a
broad range of parameters, and map out the boundary of the region separating solitons from droplets.
Our experiments demonstrate a novel type of ultra-dilute quantum liquid, stabilized by quantum
fluctuations in a system with only contact interactions. They provide an ideal platform for
benchmarking complex quantum many-body theories beyond the mean-field approximation in a
quantum simulation approach. Furthermore, they constitute a novel playground to explore
experimentally self-bound states stabilized by unconventional higher order non-linearities, relevant
in non-linear optics.

[1] D. S. Petrov, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 155302 (2015).
[2] C. R. Cabrera, L. Tanzi, J. Sanz, B. Naylor, P. Thomas, P. Cheiney, and L. Tarruell,
arXiv:1708.07806
[3] P. Cheiney, C. R. Cabrera, J. Sanz, B. Naylor, L. Tanzi, and L. Tarruell, arXiv:1710.11079
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15:40 ☜Effect of the electrostatic environment in Majorana Nanowires☝

Samuel Díaz-Escribano Dpto. de Física de la Materia Condensada

Effect of the electrostatic environment in Majorana
Nanowires

A. Samuel D. Escribano1, B. Alfredo Levy Yeyati2, C. Elsa Prada1
1Department of Condensed Matter Physics and

2Department of theoretical Condensed Matter Physics, Instituto de Física de la Materia Condensada
(IFIMAC) and Instituto Nicolás Cabrera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (UAM), E-28049 Madrid, Spain

Majoranas modes are exotic quasi-particles which have become a hot topic in condensed matter
physics over the last few years. They emerge in non-trivial topological phases as non-local zero
energy states at the edges of some specific materials, like quasi-one dimensional Rashba
nanowires[1]. The non-local nature of their wave function together with their non-Abelian statistics
under exchange make them promising fault-tolerant qubits for quantum computation[2]. However,
spectroscopic measurements in real Majorana nanowires[3] exhibit some features that cannot be
explained by simple theoretical models, such as zero-energy pinning of the lowest lying modes or
quantum dot-like behaviour.
In this work, we show that these features could be explained taking into account the interaction with
the bound charges which arise in the electrostatic environment of these nanowires. They make
Majorana states more stable under magnetic and electrostatic perturbations[4], and they may also
lead to the formation of quantum dots at the edges of the nanowires.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the electrostatic environment analyzed in this work. Bound
charges arise in the interfaces. (b) Energy spectrum for the Majorana nanowire as a function of the

Zeeman Splitting. Red lines mark pinned regions, and blue lines mark energy levels following
quantum dot-like behavior.

[1] Alicea, J. Rep. Prog. Phys. 75, 076501 (2012).
[2] S. D. Sarma, M. Freedman, and C. Nayak, Npj Quantum Information 1, 15001 (2015).
[3] V. Mourik et al., Science 336, 1003 (2012).
[4] F. Domínguez, J. Cayao, P. San-Jose, R. Aguado, A. Levy Yeyati, E. Prada, npj Quantum
Materials 2, 13 (2017).
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Gold nanoshells: Contrast agents for cell imaging by
cardiovascular optical coherence tomography

Jie Hu1, Francisco Sanz-Rodríguez1,3,4, Fernando Rivero2, Dirk H. Ortgies1,3, Río Aguilar
Torres2, Emma Martín Rodríguez1,3, Fernando Alfonso2, José García Solé1 and Daniel Jaque1,3
1 Fluorescence Imaging Group, Departamento de Física de Materiales, Instituto Nicolás Cabrera, Facultad de

Ciencias, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain.
2 Cardiology Department. Hospital Universitario de la Princesa. IIS-IP. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.

Madrid, Spain.
3 Instituto Ramón y Cajal de Investigación Sanitaria, Hospital Ramón y Cajal, 28034 Madrid, Spain.

4 Departamento de Biología, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid 28049, Spain
Email: jie.hu@estudiante.uam.es

Optical techniques are gaining a considerable attention for cardiovascular imaging. In particular
optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging is nowadays used as minimally invasive technique for
in vivo identification and assessment of unstable plaques as well as for the guidance of interventional
procedures such as atherectomy and stent placement. This technique is based on the detection of the
backscattered signal at tissue interfaces of near infrared light emitted by a broad band laser diode
peaking at about 1.3µm. An innovative strategy to improve the OCT contrast up to the molecular
level consists on the of use nanoparticles that enhance the OCT contrast and, at the same time, can be
properly functionalized with antibodies to target specific proteins overexpressed by the tissue/cells.
In this presentation, it will be shown that a number of gold nanoparticles can be individually
visualized under both static and dynamical conditions by using a typical OCT system used in
cardiovascular interventional surgery. The determination of scattering efficiency of Gold
nanoparticles for OCT. Silica (core)/ Gold(Shell) shaped nanoparticles, commonly denoted as Golds
Nanoshells (GNSs), are particularly suitable for cardiovascular OCT (CV-OCT) imaging as a result
of its large backscattering cross section at OCT laser wavelength. It will be shown how these
nanoparticles produce enhanced OCT contrast in cells and tissues.

Figure 1. Raw cross-sectional CV-OCT image of a suspension of HeLa cells after incubation with
GNSs for 24 h. The concentration of GNSs in the culture medium during incubationwas 2.5 µg/mL.

(b) CV-OCT cross-sectional image of the same cell suspension used in (a), but after applying a
threshold filtering to the raw image. The intensity threshold was set to 120 uarb so that observed

spots correspond to HeLa cells that internalized GNSs.
[1] D. Huang et al. Science 254, 1178♠1181 (1991)
[2] Jie Hu et al. Journal of Biophotonics, 10(5): 674-682 (2017)
[3] Jie. Hu et al, Nano Research, 2017, doi: 10.1007/s12274-017-1674-4.
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Novel strategy for developing antireflective coating based
on liquid metal

Flavio Nucciarellia,b, Sergio Catalan-Gomeza, Gema Tabaresa, Jose Luis Paua

aGrupo de Electrónica y Semiconductores, Departamento de Física Aplicada, Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid, E-28049 Madrid, Spain

b Physics Department, Lancaster University, Lancaster LA1 4YB, UK
Email: nccflv@gmail.com

In the last years, innovative functional layers based on metal and oxide NPs has shown impressive
antireflective and surface-enhanced scattering properties [1,2]. Some of these solutions have been
applied to photovoltaic applications, where the high optical tunability of the coatings through the
variation of parameters such as NP density, size, geometry, or ordering, has allowed efficiency
improvements beyond those achieved by conventional antireflective techniques. In addition, the use
of bottom-up evaporation process allows to fabricate cost-effective optical coatings over a wide
range of hard and soft substrate. Gallium (Ga) has been found as versatile material to produce
uniform NPs arrays on a surface using thermal evaporation in a vacuum system. The NPs dimension
and surface coverage can be set as desired using photolithography and dry etching processes. By
means of a thermal oxidation process it is possible to adjust the NPs absorption wavelength, due to
the outer Ga oxide shell thickening [3]. The treatment led to appreciable changes to the real and
imaginary parts of the pseudo-electric permittivity resulting as an innovative way to tailor the
antireflective coating (ARC) optical properties. The Ga NPs ARC have been analyzed on several
substrates such as InAs and quartz. Reflection measurement on the later one has shown improvement
of the surface optical properties (figure 1.a). The presence of NPs on the InAs surface notably led to
higher acceptance angle of the impinging light suggesting their implementation in the field of near-
infrared sensors (figure 1.b). For this purpose, avalanche photodiodes (APD) structures with different
Ga NPs ARCs were characterized. Remarkable enhancement of the photo-current has been observed
due to the tunability of the outer gallium oxide shell using thermal treatments (TT). Finally, the ARC
can be functionalized to be used as smart coating for lab-on-chip applications thanks to the
possibility of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) tuning.

Figure 1. (a) Ga NPs evaporated on quartz reduced the surface reflected light. The inset images show NPs
arrangements after plasma etching (left) and photolithography (right) steps. (b) Measurements of light
acceptance angle of different ARCs on InAs.
[1] D. Wan, et al., Adv. Funct. Mater., 20, 3064 (2010).
[2] X. Fan, W. Zheng and D. J Singh, Light: Science & Applications, 3, e179 (2014).
[3] S. Catalán-Gómez et al.,Nanotechnology, 28, 405705 (2017).
[4] G. A. Niklasson, C. G. Granqvist, and O. Hunderi, APPLIED OPTICS, 20, (1981)
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Structural Stability of Cu-Azurin in SPM experiments:
insights from MD simulations

J. G. Vilhena1, 2, Maria Ortega1, Marta P. Ruiz4, 5, Albert C. Aragonès4, 5, 6, Nuria Camarero5,
Linda A. Zotti1, Rubén Peréz1, 3, Juan Carlos Cuevas1, 3, Pau Gorostiza5, 7, Ismael Díez-Pérez4, 5,6

1 Departamento de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
2Department of Macromolecular Structures, Centro Nacional de Biotecnología, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientj∫ficas, Madrid

3Condensed Matter Physics Center (IFIMAC), Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
4Departament of Materials Science and Physical Chemistry & Institute of Theoretical and Computational Chemistry, University of

Barcelona
5Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC), Barcelona.

6Centro Investigación Biomédica en Red (CIBER-BBN). Campus Río Ebro-Edificio I+D, Zaragoza
7 Catalan Institution for Research and Advanced Studies (ICREA)

Biological Electron Transfer (ET) is the key step in many basic cellular processes such as
respiration and photosynthesis. Nature has developed highly specialized ET proteins capable of
transporting charge with unprecedented efficiency. It has been shown that specific mutations of one
or more residues in these proteins could cause changes in the ET process which lead to, for instance,
an overproduction of reactive oxygen species. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms behind
biological ET is key in order to elucidate these changes which result in a malfunctioning of the
mitochondria [1].

In the last decades, the ability of
Scanning Probe Microscopy techniques to
measure the mechanical or electronic
response of a single soft material has
enabled to know more about these ET
proteins [2]. However, for a complete
understanding of the mechanisms behind the
response observed in these experiments,
theoretical simulations play a key role.
Atomistic MD could give information about
how proteins are absorbed to surfaces [3] or
how they are influenced by a tip. In this
work[4], we have analyzed these two
structural properties for a ET protein, the
Cu-Azurin, absorbed on gold. We have been
able to observe that it is absorbed via two
different parts: the cysteines or the hydrophobic patch. Moreover, we have observed that the protein
structure remains stable even after the tip establishes physical contact to it (see Figure 1). These two
findings prove the structural stability of this protein in a set of blinking experiments which show a
sharp change in the transport behavior of this protein by performing a single-aminoacid mutation.
We have also observed with MD simulations that this mutation does not cause significant structural
changes on the protein. Therefore, the origin of the transport changes obserbed must be in the
electronical structure of the protein.

[1]Carolyn M. Sue and Eric A. Schon. Brain Pathol, 10 442 (2006).
[2]Marina I. Giannotti et al. J.Phys. Chem. B, 119 12050 (2015).
[3]J.G.Vilhena et al. Nanoscale, 8 13463 (2016)
[4] Marta P. Ruiz et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 139, 15337 (2017)

Figure 1. Snapshots of the configuration of the Cu-
Azurin being indented by a gold tip.
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Superconducting density of states and the vortex lattice close to the
quantum critical point in BaFe2(As1-xPx)2

Víctor BARRENA1, B. WU1, P. WALMSLEY2, I. FISHER2, H. SUDEROW1 and I. GUILLAMÓN1

1 Laboratorio de Bajas Temperaturas, Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Instituto de Ciencia de
Materiales Nicolás Cabrera and Condensed Matter Physics Center (IFIMAC),

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, E-28049 Madrid, Spain
2 Geballe Laboratory for Advanced Materials and Department of Applied Physics,

Stanford University, California, USA.

The isoelectronic substitution of As by P induces high TC superconductivity in BaFe2(As1-xPx)2. The
parent compound (x=0) is an antiferromagnetic metal that does not superconduct. Instead, superconductivity
arises when increasing x. At the same time, the antiferromagnetic transition temperatures decreases. When
antiferromagnetism disappears at x = 0.3 (and at zero temperature), thermal fluctuations are however
unimportant and quantum fluctuations strongly determine the properties of the system. At this point, there is a
divergence of the electronic effective mass and superfluid density, observed in quantum oscillations and
penetration depth (quantum oscillations are observed with a finite x across the quantum critical point [1]). At
the same time, superconducting TC reaches its maximum. With further doping (x > 0.3), there is no
antiferromagnetism and superconductivity vanishes. However, the influence of quantum fluctuations in the
spatial dependence of the superconducting and electronic properties is totally unknown. For instance, the
divergence in the effective mass might influence the superconducting coherence length and thus the spatial
extension of the superconducting density of states around vortices and pair breaking defects.

Here we study single crystals of BaFe2(As1-xPx)2 by measuring the superconducting gap and the vortex
lattice using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy (STM/STS). We show results in a sample with
x = 0.44 and TC = 27 K. We obtain atomic resolution and observe a V-shaped gap and a hexagonal vortex
lattice up to 7 T. The vortex lattice is very ordered, which is highly unusual in a Fe based superconductor. We
observe a zero-bias peak in the local density of states at the center of each vortex, due to Caroli-de Gennes-
Matricon vortex core states. These two results confirm that substitution does not create significant disorder in
the electronic properties. The tunneling conductance vs bias voltage shows a V-shaped superconducting gap
evidencing nodal superconductivity. We determine the superconducting coherence length from the spatial
dependence of the tunneling conductance around vortex cores and pair breaking defects. We also observe
creeping vortex lattices, which is very peculiar for a Fe based superconductor, since vortex pinning is usually
strong in these materials, and vortex mobility is weak. The observed creep points to weak pinning or an
unexpected influence of fluctuations in the superconducting dynamics.

Figure (a) Phase diagram of the BaFe2(As1-xPx)2 from reference [2] (b) Atomic resolution topography at 4.2K. (c) Vortex
lattice at 3 T.
References:
[1] ♠ P. Walmsley et al.; Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 257002 (2013).
[2] ♠ J. M. Allred et al.; Phys. Rev. B 90 90, 104513 (2014).
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Spin vortex order in the superconductor CaKFe4As4doped with Ni
J. Benito-Llorens1,2, E. Herrera-Vasco1,2, B. Wu1,2, I. Guillamón1,2 and H. Suderow 1,2

1Laboratorio de Bajas Temperaturas y Altos Campos Magnéticos, Unidad Asociada UAM, CSIC,
Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada

2Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid Nicolás Cabrera and Condensed Matter Physics Center
(IFIMAC), Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain

CaKFe4As4 is a new iron based superconductor discovered in 2016 [1]. It has a superconducting
critical temperature of Tc = 35 K, which is among the highest values in iron based superconductors
(FeBSC). CaKFe4As4 is located at optimal doping and is stoichiometric. When doping or applying
pressure, Tc in CaKFe4As4 decreases. This is unique among FeBSC and opens many perspectives. In
all other systems with high Tc, substitutional disorder is associated to optimal Tc. Furthermore, in
CaKFe4As4 there is just superconductivity, no other magnetic or structural transitions are observed.
High quality single crystals of this compound are grown using the flux method.
On other hand, and also contrary to other FeBSC, the two FeAs planes are shifted with respect to

their high symmetry positions locally breaking inversion symmetry. This favors a spin vortex crystal
with hedgehog like spin arrangement when doping CaKFe4As4 with Ni or Co [2]. A spin vortex
crystal in a superconductor can lead to topologically non-trivial superconducting phases.
In this contribution we present local measurements of the superconducting gap, the vortex lattice

and the band structure in CaK(Fex Ni(1-x))As4 using millikelvin scanning tunneling microscopy. We
obtain atomic resolution and find a V-shaped superconducting gap. We measure the band structure
using quasi particle interference. We discuss the modifications induced by doping with respect to the
pure compound and their relation to the spin vortex.

[1] A. Iyo et al., JACS, 138, 3410-3415 (2016)
[2] W.R Meier et al. arXiv: 1706.01067 (2017)

Figure 1.  Topography image with
atomic resolution

Figure 2. Superconducting vortex
lattice at 3T
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Transformation Optics for Multipolar Emitter-Plasmon
Interactions

Álvaro Cuartero1, Antonio I. Fernández Domínguez1
1Departamento de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada and Condensed Matter Physics Center (IFIMAC),

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, E-28049, Madrid, Spain
Email: alvaro.cuartero@uam.es

By means of Transformation Optics [1], we investigate theoretically the interaction between
particle-on-a-mirror localized plasmons and two types of nano-emitters: dipolar and quadrupolar
ones. Our 2D conformal mapping technique allows for the exact description of the Purcell effect in
this geometry within the quasi-static limit. The analytical character of our solutions provides deep
insights into the dependence of the emitter-plasmon coupling on the system parameters. Our results
indicate that the large near-field gradients [2] taking place at the nanogap yield quadrupolar emission
rate enhancements (into the plasmon field) orders of magnitude larger than those experienced by
dipolar emitters.

Figure 1. Purcell factor Pf versus frequency and normalized gap size for a nanowire on top of a flat
metal surface (emitter at the gap center, D = 40 nm, = nm; Drude fitting for Ag permittivity).  a)

Dipolar emitter normal to the flat surface ( = 0). Inset: Pf for different orientations at the same
position. b) Purcell factor ratio between the dipolar and quadrupolar sources in a) and c),

respectively, for various values of the normalized gap size. c) Quadrupolar emitter with an
antidiagonal quadrupole tensor form. Inset: Pf for different quadrupole orientations.

[1] Li, Rui-Qi et al.  Physical Review Letters 117.10 (2016): 107401
[2] Chikkaraddy, Rohit, et al. Nature, 535,127-130 (2016)
[3] Rivera, Nicholas, et al. Science, vol. 353, no 6296, p. 263-269 (2016)
[4] Andersen, Mads Lykke, et al. Nature Physics 7.3 (2011): 215-218.
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Modifications of Molecular Structure and Reactions
under Strong Light-Matter Coupling

Javier Galego1, Francisco J. García-Vidal1,2, and Johannes Feist 1
1Departamento de Física Teórica de la Materia Condensada and Condensed Matter Physics Center (IFIMAC),
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2Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC), E-20018 Donostia/San Sebastián, Spain

Strong coupling in quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a well-known phenomenon that occurs
when the coherent energy exchange between a light mode and quantum emitters is faster than the
decay and decoherence of either constituent. The excitations of the system are then hybrid light-
matter excitations, so-called polaritons, that combine the properties of both constituents, being
organic materials a particularly favorable case for achieving this. Most theoretical descriptions of
collective strong coupling of organic molecules to a cavity mode model the molecules as simple two-
level systems. This picture fails to describe the rich structure provided by their internal rovibrational
(nuclear) degrees of freedom. It has been experimentally demonstrated  in organic materials that
strong coupling can modify the complicated level structure they possess, in the sense that material
properties and chemical reaction rates change.

In order to treat the nuclear degrees of freedom in more detail, we have recently combined the
familiar picture of molecular potential energy surfaces (PES) based on the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation with the tools of cavity QED [1]. This allows us to describe nuclear motion on
strongly coupled polaritonic PES, providing a straightforward approach to understanding and
manipulating molecular properties under strong coupling. In particular, we demonstrate that a wide
class of photochemical reactions can be strongly suppressed by modifying the reaction pathway
through strong coupling [2]. This suppression is even more pronounced for the experimentally
relevant case of collective strong coupling where many molecules couple to one or a few light
modes. Using this approach, even molecules that normally undergo extremely rapid
photoisomerization can be stabilized, potentially increasing their usefulness for applications that rely
on the interaction with external light, such as solar cells or solar energy storage.

Figure 1. Left: Example system where a collection of molecules is coupled to a localized surface
plasmon mode, suppressing the sketched reaction. Right: Bare and strongly-coupled
photoisomerization reaction energy landscapes, and probability density dynamics.

[1] J. Galego, F. J. García-Vidal and J. Feist, Phys. Rev. X 5, 041022 (2015)
[2] J. Galego, F. J. García-Vidal and J. Feist, Nat. Commun. (accepted), arxiv:1606.04684 (2016)
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Characterization and analysis of H dimers on graphene
from STM images

H. González-Herrero1, E. Cortés del Río1, P. Mallet2, J. Y. Veuillen2, J. J. Palacios1,
J. M. Gómez-Rodríguez1, F. Ynduráin1, I. Brihuega1

1Dept. Física de la Materia Condensada, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain.
2Université Grenoble Alpes, Institut NEEL, F-38042 Grenoble, France

Since its discovery, graphene has attracted a lot of interest in the scientific community because of its
wide variety of properties, but inducing magnetic moments in a controlled way in graphene still
remains a challenge. Experimentally, it has been recently proven that a single H atom on graphene
induces an extended graphene magnetic moment around it [1]. Previous experiments showed that,
when depositing H atoms on a graphene surface, these tend to arrange in dimers or bigger clusters,
depending on the coverage [2-3]. Since the relative adsorption site between H atoms on graphene
defines its magnetic properties, investigating their actual arrangement after room temperature (RT)
adsorption is an important step towards the controlled magnetization of graphene.
In this work, we study the adsorption of hydrogen atoms at RT on graphene grown on SiC(000-1)
using a low temperature STM operating in UHV conditions. First, we describe how to identify single
H atoms and their adsorption site using high resolution STM images. Afterwards, we present a
characterization of the most common dimers found on our sample (see Figure 1), with the support of
simulated STM images. With this characterization, we are able to analyze the relative abundances of
each type of dimer and identify the percentage of H atoms contributing to graphene magnetism.

Figure 1. (a) STM image showing different dimer configurations. Tunnel parameters: I=0.045 nA,
V=-200mV. (b-e) Detail of the dimers highlighted in a).

[1] H. González-Herrero, J. M. Gómez-Rodríguez, P. Mallet, M. Moaied, J. J. Palacios, C. Salgado,
M.M. Ugeda, J. Y. Veuillen, F. Ynduráin, I. Brihuega, Science, 352, 437 (2016)
[2] L. Hornekær, E. Rauls, W. Xu, ﾗ. ｺljivanFanin, R. Otero, I. Stensgaard, E. Lægsgaard, B.
Hammer and F. Besenbacher, Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 186102 (2006)
[3] ﾗ. ｺljivanFanin, E. Rauls, L. Hornekær, W. Xu, F. Besenbacher, and B. Hammer, J. Chem. Phys
131, 084706 (2009)
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Control of spontaneous patterns in coherently driven
polariton microcavities

G. Díaz-Camacho, C. Tejedor, F. M. Marchetti 1
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In recent years, hybrid matter-light systems such as microcavity polaritons have been proven ideal
for the study of pattern formation. There is an analogy between these optical patterns and Turing
patterns, where spontaneous self-organised repetitive spatial configurations emerge out of a
homogeneous distribution | such as in animal coats, skin pigmentation, and ridges on sand dunes.
Here, we consider a polariton microcavity resonantly driven by two external lasers which
simultaneously pump both lower and upper polariton branches at normal incidence. In this setup, we
study the occurrence of Turing instabilities resulting from the spontaneous symmetry breaking of
translational invariance due to parametric scattering. We observe the evolution between diverse
patterns which can be classified as single-pump (where parametric scattering occurs at the same
energy as one of the pumps) and as two-pump (where scattering occurs at a different energy). For
two-pump instabilities, stripe and chequerboard (see Figure) patterns become the dominant steady-
state solutions because quadratic parametric scattering processes are forbidden. This contrasts with
the single-pump case, where hexagonal patterns are the most common arrangements. We study the
possibility of controlling the evolution between different patterns. Our results are obtained within the
linear-response approximation and are additionally confirmed by an exact full numerical analysis.
We prospect the possibility of creating and controlling the entanglement between spontaneously
generated polaritons modes.

Figure: Chequerboard pattern spontaneously occurring by exciting simultaneously the lower and
upper polariton branches at normal incidence. a) Photonic spectrum (cut at ky = 0), b) momentum-

integrated spectrum, c) photon momentum distribution in momentum space and d) in real space.
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Photovoltaic Optoelectronic Tweezers as a tool for
alignment and patterning of micro and nano-objects

Iris Elvira1,2, Patricia Haro1, Angel García1, Álvaro Barroso2, Cornelia Denz2,Fernando
Agulló1, M. Carrascosa1

1Dep. de Física de Materiales, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid 28049, Spain
2Institut für Angewandte Physik, Westfälische Whihelms-Universität, Münster 48149, Germany

Recently, it has been demonstrated that evanescent electric fields photo-generated on the surface
of photorefractive crystals, allow patterning the crystal surface with micro and nano-objects. This
optoelectronic trapping method, known as Photovoltaic Tweezers provides great flexibility to
assembly different structures, which make it a unique way to functionalize the surface of
photorefractive crystals [1].

Metallic nanoparticles are well known for their remarkable capabilities in confining the electric
field into the nanoscale when are properly illuminated. Their plasmonic properties determine their
suitability for enhance different phenomena such as fluorescence of molecules placed in the
surroundings or Raman emission.

Zeolites are nano-porous crystals with high capabilities to be functionalized. There is a large
variety of families and each one can be used for a different purpose, depending on their features such
as shape, porous size, or dimension.

In this work, we report the use of Photovoltaic Tweezers for the fabrication of metallic and
dielectric structures on top of Fe:LiNbO3 photorefractive substrates with different applications:

a. Ag metallic structures for exploiting their capabilities as plasmonic platforms for enhance the
fluorescence of some dyes (DR1, fluoresceine) [2].

b. Orientation and patterning of anisotropic dielectric objects such as cylindrical zeolites L type,
by the action of the photovoltaic fields, to take advantage of the alignment properties [3].

Although we are in the first stage, we look forward to be able to mix both concepts, that is,
fabrication of metallic structures from metallic non-spherical nanoparticles suitable aligned in order
to improve their plasmonic properties.

[1] M. Carrascosa et Al., Appl. Phys. Rev. 2, 040605 (2015).
[2] I. Elvira et Al., Adv. Mat. Technol.1700024 (2017) .
[3] I. Elvira et Al., Opt. Lett., (2017) (accepted on November the 23rd and to be published).
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Nanostructured ZnO grown on Si and Al2O3 substrates at
low temperatures

I. García Gómez, C. Morales, L. Soriano
Departamento de Física Aplicada and Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales Nicolás Cabrera,

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Cantoblanco E-28049 Madrid, Spain
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ZnO has been grown by e-gun thermal evaporation of ZnO powder on Si (100) and Al2O3 (0001)
substrates at low temperature range between 77K and 300K. The morphology of the deposits was
characterised by HRSEM. This microscopy revealed morphological details like grain refinement of
the ZnO films on both substrates by decreasing the temperature, as it can be observed in Fig. 1. In the
case of the Si substrate, below a critical temperature, around 170K, some ZnO nanoneedles begin to
appear at the early stages of growth, i.e. at the bottom of the ZnO layer. These nanostructures are of a
few tens of nanometers thick and 2 ダm in length, as seen in Fig. 2a. It seems that these
nanostructures could be related with  the periodically sorted and sharp nucleation points of ZnO on
the substrate (see Fig. 2b) avoiding the ZnO film adhesion on the Si substrate at very low
temperatures.
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A start-up for producing smart and adaptable
temperature-humidity indicators
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Many commercial systems require a precise control of the temperature and the relative humidity
for the proper conservation of the goods during the storage or the transport. Indeed, some products
suffer sudden changes on the ambient conditions that can spoil them or diminish their quality. This
is, for instance, the case of food, electronics, medical drugs, art works and books, etc. This has
attracted the interest towards more efficient and direct indicators to track critical industrial processes,
such as the well-stablished cool chain.

In this work we present the development of novel smart temperature-humidity indicators based on
zinc nitride metastable layers [1]. The metastability of this semiconductor upon different temperature
and humidity conditions can be exploited to reveal the exposure level in a wide range [2]. These
layers are produced by RF magnetron sputtering and their thickness can be tuned to adapt the device
lifetime to the degradation time of a perishable product. An extensive characterization of these layers
by means of spectroscopic ellipsometry, elastic-recoil detection analysis with time-of-flight
telescope, and electrical current-voltage measurements will be shown for different experimental
parameters (temperature and humidity). The layers can be integrated into flexible substrates and,
using patented devices, read out either optically or electronically. The transformation of the layer
under high humidity environments leads to a progressive change in the color (from black to
transparent) and in the resistivity of the material (from low to high).

Figure 1. (a) Optical transformation of zinc nitride thin films in ambient conditions. (b)
Normalized resistance as a function of time for different relative humidities in a prototype.

The potential market applications of these indicators has motivated the foundation of a start-up
company inside the Autonomous University of Madrid, and we will also discuss our case as a
knowledge transference example from the Lab to the Industry.
[1] M. Gómez-Castaño et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 8, 29163 (2016).
[2] A. Redondo-Cubero et al., Proc. SPIE, 101051, 101051B (2017).
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CAPILLARY WAVES AS EIGENMODES OF THE DENSITY
CORRELATION IN LIQUID SURFACES
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The spectrum for the fluctuations of a liquid surface spans from the gravity waves, at scales

from centimeters to kilometers, down to the capillary waves (CW), controlled by surface tension,
with wavelengths between milimeters and nanometers. That huge range covers in a continuous way
the usual separation between the macroscopic and the microscopic descriptions of a molecular
system in statistical physics; therefore it sets a prototypical case for the need of a mesoscopic theory
connecting these two descriptions. The Capillary Wave Theory (CWT) got its classical formulation
in terms of the intrinsic surface (IS) a mesoscopic functional variable ヂ representing the
instantaneous shape of the interface as z = ヂ(x ), with x q (x, y) and the z coordinate perpendicular to
the mean surface plane. A Hamiltonian H[ヂ], as a functional of ヂ(x ) was assumed in terms of the
(macroscopic) surface tension シo and a cutoff q u , restricting the CW wavelengths to タ u 2ツ/q u.
Over the last two decades an extended version of the theory (ECWT) has being gaining momentum
from the interpretation of X-ray surface scattering experiments. In contrast with its classical version,
the ECWT assumes a wavevector dependent surface tension シ(q) to describe the free energy cost, per
unit increase of area, when the liquid surface is corrugated by a CW fluctuation. The expansion シ(q)
= シo + Kq2 + ... recovers the thermodynamic surface tension in the long wavelength (q = 0) limit, but
instead of the flat シ(q) = シo for any q < q u the mesoscopic effects appear now in the surface bending
energy K which (assumed to be positive) makes unnecessary the sharp cut-off in the CW spectrum.
Here we combine descriptions as Density Functional (DF) with Molecular Simulations (MD).
Obtaining a whole picture of a consistent DF-MD-CWT framework for the fluctuations in liquid
surfaces, which goes beyond the results for the EWCT シ(q), proving in general the predicted non-
local propagation of the IS fluctuations towards the density inside the liquid [1]-[2].
The generality of this new framework allow us to give physical interpretation of the cut-off in the
CW spectrum of CWT, which is due to the non-local (oscillatory) effects of the molecular packing in
the bulk phases. Also we show how can be calculated シ(q) from density-density correlation, proving
that its obtention is due to an undressing process of non capillary modes of the CWT description.

[1] A. O. Parry,C. Rascon and R.Evans, Physical Review E, 91, 030401(R)(2015).
[2] A. O. Parry,C. Rascon and R.Evans, J. Phys.:Conds.Matter, 28, 244013(2016).
[3] J.Hernandez-Munoz, E.Chacon, and P.Tarazona, Phys. Rev. E, 94, 062802(2016).
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1-Dimensional structural distortion observed by scanning
tunneling microscopy in the URu2Si2.

E. Herrera1,2, I. Guillamón1,3, V. Barrena1, W. Herrera2, A. Levy4, H. Suderow1,3, D. Aoki5, J.
Flouquet5
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2 Departamento de Física. Universidad Nacional de Colombia. Sede Bogotá. 111321 Bogotá, Colombia
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Madrid, Spain
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In solids, long range correlations between electrons can originate low energy ordered states such as
superconductivity, ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism. Other type of correlations can be
originated by Fermi surface instabilities and in some cases, they can produce redistribution of the
charge density whose manifestation is an electronic modulation with a periodicity larger than the
interatomic distance. This modulation is termed charge density wave (CDW) and it is usually
accompanied by a crystal lattice distortion. Here, we report on Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
(STM) measurements on single crystals of URu2Si2 at very low temperatures showing different type
of surfaces according to the cleavage planes of the 122 structure. We identify a one dimensional
spatial modulation with a wavelength of 6.5±0.5 nm at an angle of 8º±2º from an in-plane atomic
axis. The modulation corresponds to small changes in the STM topography of at most a few pm at
each period and we observe it at 150 mK in the superconducting and normal phases (the latter
obtained by applying a magnetic field). The observed modulation might influence features observed
in a number of measurements that break the tetragonal symmetry in the hidden order phase of
URu2Si2. We discuss possible origins of this modulation, including intrinsic features such as
nematicity or a CDW as well as extrinsic features such as strain induced distortions.
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Self-assembly of ClAlPc molecules on Graphene grown on
Pt(111)
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The study of molecular self-assembly of functional molecules has attracted great interest recently,
especially in relation to graphene-based nanodevice fabrication. Polar phtalocyanines are a class of
conjugated molecules with interesting applications in molecular electronics, high-density storage and
solar cells. Moreover, they are presented as good candidates to be studied as the resulting non-
covalent interactions between the adsorbed molecules and the substrate does not degrade the original
graphene network. Chloro-aluminium phtalocyanine (ClAlPc), a polar phtalocyanine, has been
studied previously on metals1,2 and on graphite3 surfaces. However, its growth and properties on
graphene substrates remain almost unexplored.

In this work, the self-assembled structure of chloro-aluminium phtalocyanine (ClAlPc) on
graphene grown on Pt(111) surfaces has been studied by means of scanning tuneling microscopy
(STM) under ultra-high vaccum conditions at 40K. ClAlPc molecular domains rotated 30° have been
observed over the same terraces presenting a Cl-up dipole configuration. Relative molecular
orientation of 30° with respect to the ordered arrays has been detected. Moreover, measurements at
submonolayer coverage have revealed a correlation between the molecular arrays and graphene
directions, whereas no influence of existing moiré patterns is observed. Finally, experimental
measurements of ClAlPc frontier orbitals have been performed by STM and compared with density
functional theory calculations of the free molecule showing high-similarities due to the weak
molecule-graphene coupling.

Figure 1. STM image at 40K of Cl-Al phtalocyanine deposited on graphene grown on Pt(111)
showing Cl-up orientation. Size: 5x5nm2; VS=-1.5 V; It= 80pA

[1] T. Niu et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 161601 (2015)
[2] T. Niu et al., J. Phys. Chem. 117, 1013 (2013)
[3] Y. L. Huang et al., Small, 8, 1423 (2012)
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Spin waves along domain walls in magnetic dots
A. Lara1, F. Aliev1
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Spin waves, being usually reflected by domain walls, could also be channeled along them. This
poster discusses quasi one-dimensional spin waves in Permalloy dots of different geometries and in
different magnetic states. Recent studies allowed for the observation of spin waves along domain
walls in rectangular, circular [1] and triangular dos in the ground or metastable states. Triangular dots
could also present edge pinned inhomogeneous magnetic states, depending on the direction of the
external magnetic field. These edge domain walls yield the interesting, and potentially applicable in
real devices property of broadband spin waves confinement and propagation along the edges of the
ferromagnetic structures [2,3]. We show how these waves could be effectively redirected to angles
exceeding 100 degrees (Figure 1a) and generalize them for arbitrary shapes. We also propose a few
devices where edge spin waves could be implemented (Figure 1b, 1c).
Work in collaboration with J. Robledo, K. Y. Guslienko, J. L. Prieto and V. Metlushko.

Figure 1. Micromagnetic simulations of a 1µm Permalloy triangle. a) Edge spin waves generated
at the bottom left corner overcome the top corner. b) Constructive interference and c) destructive

interference of the magnetic field on corner 2 generated edge spin waves excited b) in phase or c) in
opposition of phase at corners 1 and 3.

[1] F.G.Aliev, A. Awad, D. Dieleman, A. Lara, V. Metlushko, K. Guslienko, Physical Review B84,
144406 (2011).
[2] A. Lara, V. Metlushko, F. G. Aliev, J. Appl. Phys. 114, 213905 (2013).
[3] A. Lara, J. Robledo, K.Y. Guslienko, F. G. Aliev, Scientific Reports, 7: 5597 (2017).
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High photoresponsivity in vertically stacked MoS2photodevices
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Semiconductor two-dimensional (2D) materials are an emerging class of materials with a wide
range of electrical and optical properties.  Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is one of the most studied
2D materials because of its unique quantum confinement.

Vertical photodevices are prepared using a physical vapor deposition method to fabricate the gold
(Au) substrate. MoS2 nanosheets are produced by mechanical exfoliation using a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) viscoelastic stamps and are transferred onto the Au substrate by an
all-dry deterministic method[1]. The photodevice is completed by evaporating 8 µm Au disks over
the MoS2 nanosheets as seen in Figure 1. The photodevices are illuminated using a white
supercontinuum laser source and a single grating Czerny-Turner monochromator is used to select the
excitation wavelengths.

I-V characteristics are measured using an asynchronous set-up and allow us to determine either
dark IV or illuminated IV. Our metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodevice can be modeled as
two metal-semiconductor diodes connected back to back[2]. Experimental IV characteristics are
fitted to the model demonstrating a very good agreement. Schottky barriers and ideality factors are
extracted from the fitted data and are consistent with the literature[3].

Figures of merit of spectral photoresponsivity and spectral external quantum efficiency at
different voltages are extracted from the IV characteristics as seen in Figure 2. Two peaks at 1.86 and
2.05 eV are observed and are related to the bound excitons A and B.

High photoresponsivity and external quantum efficiency are obtained in vertical photodevices
opening a new path to explore this vertical photodevices.

Figure 1: Schematic illustrating the experimental set-up.
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Figure 2: Photoresponsivity and External Quantum Efficiency of the vertical MoS2
photodevices.

[1] Castellanos-Gomez, A. et al. 2D Materials 1, 011002 (2014).
[2] Bao, H. et al. Small 4, 1125-1129 (2008).
[3] Quereda et al. 2D Materials 4, 021006 (2017).
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Fermi arcs from quasiparticle interference scattering in
the type-II Weyl semimetal WTe2
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The material WTe2 crystallizes in a layered structure without inversion symmetry. The crystals
are of extremely high quality. At zero field, the residual resistance is nearly three orders of
magnitude smaller than the room temperature resistance [1]. Interestingly, when applying a magnetic
field, the magnetoresistance increases by more than five orders of magnitude [1]. The dependence on
the magnetic field is linear and the origin for this linear magnetoresistance is highly debated. The
Fermi surface has been studied using ARPES and quantum oscillations [2]. This material is
conjectured to be a type-II Weyl semimetal. Here we use Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy at very
low temperatures to investigate the electronic structure at the surface down to atomic scale. We
observe atomic scale images showing the crystalline structure without inversion symmetry. We
identify two kinds of defects, interstitials and vacancies. Both provide electronic scattering features
which we follow by making precise tunneling conductance maps as a function of the bias voltage. At
the vacancies, we identify hole and electron bands, whose, respectively, top and bottom, are very
close to the Fermi level. At the interstitials, we observe a complex scattering pattern. For bias
voltages of about 60 mV above the Fermi level we observe a highly anisotropic figure-eight-shaped
feature in the scattering pattern in reciprocal space. This feature can only be understood by scattering
between Fermi arcs resulting from incomplete contours due to topologically non-trivial surface edge
states. The observed shape of the scattering pattern is compatible with Fermi arcs joining the surface
projection of Weyl points with opposite chirality.

[1] Y. Wu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 115, 166602 (2015)
[2] Y. Wu et al., Phys. Rev. B., 94, 121113 (2016)
Work supported by Spanish MINECO, ERC Starting Grant and CIG Marie Curie program.
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Early stages of growth of ZnO on graphene/Cu: graphene
decoupled from Cu
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ZnO has been grown on graphene/Cu polycrystalline by reactive evaporation of metallic zinc in
an oxygen atmosphere at 1.5 x 10-3 mbar. In situ characterization of the growth has been done by
successive evaporation steps followed by X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) measurements.
Factor Analysis has been applied on the Zn LMM Auger photoemission to characterize the chemical
changes on Zn during the growth [1]. Then, an inelastic peak shape analysis using the QUASES
software [2] has been performed from the XPS survey spectra in order to get morphological
information from the surface. The characterization was completed ex situ for a series of samples with
representative growth steps by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Raman spectroscopy.

Raman spectroscopy mapping over the clean graphene/Cu [3] substrate shows an important
inhomogeneous graphene distribution with different qualities. ZnO growth reflects the initial
graphene distribution, growing preferably on it. The graphene Raman signal improves after the
deposition of ZnO, what might suggest that graphene decouples from Cu.

[1] Surface and Interface Analysis, VOL. 18, 39-46 (1992)
[2] S. Tougaard, QUASES, software package for quantitative XPS/AES of surface
nanostructures by inelastic peak shape analysis; see www.QUASES.com.
[3] Journal of Crystal Growth, VOL. 453, 1♠6 (2016)
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Unexpected results in the low-temperature specific heat
of disordered solids
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3.1 The physical properties at low temperatures in crystalline solids and amorphous solids [1] are
clearly different. In the heat capacity, for instance, the crystal presents a cubic dependence with
temperature (Debye theory), whereas in the amorphous or glassy state its behavior is markedly
different and much larger in magnitude. Below 1 K a linear-term contribution dominates, which is
associated to the existence of two-level tunneling systems (TTLS) [2,3]. Above 1 K, there are still
other contributions to specific heat in excess to the one foreseen by the Debye theory, which produce
the so-called boson peak, i.e. a broad maximum in the Debye-reduced specific heat CP/T3 [2].

3.2 Another group of materials exhibiting glass-like properties is that of crystals with positional
order but orientational disorder [4]. Such plastic phases are formed from the liquid and can be
supercooled giving rise to the so-called orientational glasses (OG) or ☜glassy crystals☝ [5,6].

3.3 In this work, the specific heat of two different kinds of disordered (glassy) solids, namely
halomethanes CBrxCl4-x (x=0,1,2) and toluene (C7H8), has been measured above 1.8 K.

3.4 For the halomethanes system, all of them present at low temperatures a stable crystalline
phase. However, the existence of an occupational disorder of the different halogen atoms in the
crystalline lattice appears to produce a clear glassy behavior in the specific heat of the three crystals
below 10 K, which permits to observe both the boson peak and the linear term associated to TTLS.

3.5 On the other the hand, for the toluene case both crystalline and glassy states can be achieved,
though 2% mol of ethanol doping was introduced to avoid crystallization even for high cooling rates.
In its crystalline phase, toluene exhibits the classical crystalline behavior. Nevertheless, in the glassy
state toluene does not show the usual glassy behavior. At low temperatures, whereas the CP/T3 boson
peak is observed, the linear term is not. The comparison between the results found in crystal and
amorphous states support the evidence for the presence of the typical boson peak in the Debye-
reduced representation for the glass state together with the absence of the linear term ascribed to
TTLS. Further experiments would be most interesting to understand this unexpected exception in the
universality of TTLS in glasses.

[1] S. R. Elliott, Physics of Amorphous Materials, 2nd. Ed. (Longman, 1990).
[2] W. A. Phillips (ed.), Amorphous Solids: Low-Temperature Properties (Springer, 1981).
[3] P. Esquinazi (ed.), Tunneling Systems in Amorphous and Crystalline Solids (Springer, 1998).
[4] J. N. Sherwood, The Plastically Crystalline State (Wiley, New York, 1979).
[5] M. A. Ramos et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 82 (1997).
[6] A. Vispa et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 105701 (2017), and references therein.
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Memristors emerged years ago as the fourth fundamental elements for circuit building, able to store
information [1]. The major obstacles of the state of the art memristors (sandwiched metal-insulator-metal
structures) are the lack of understanding and control of the resistive switching mechanism [2]. In this
work we introduce a new planar device architecture containing a new material: an intrinsic memristive
coordination polymer. Films of copper(I) iodine thioacetamide coordination polymer are prepared by one-
pot synthesis, display high transparency, mechanical stability, 2D electrical conductivity up to 50 S/cm
and memristive performance with on/off ratios up to 30 with low power consumption of a few nW. We
shed light upon its electrical conduction and memristive mechanism by in-operando observation of grain
boundary reconstruction. This work opens up novel opportunities for coordination polymers where their
versatile chemistry may add functionalities to future devices [3].

a) An optical image of a representative device showing two gold electrodes electrically contacting a
film of [Cu2I2(TAA)]n. b) Current vs. voltage curves for three representative devices, the arrows

indicate the direction of the sweeps.

[1] D. B. Strukov et al. Nature 453, 80-83 (2008).
[2] F. Pan et al. Materials Science & Engineering R-Reports 83, 1-59, (2014).
[3] D. Rodriguez-San-Miguel et al. Chemical Comm. 52, 4113-4127, (2016).
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Wave function non-locality in smoothly confined Majorana wires
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One of the most simple and promising candidates to create, observe and manipulate Majorana modes
in condensed matter physics is the so called Majorana nanowires. These are semiconducting
nanowires with strong spin-orbit coupling, induced s-wave superconductivity, and a Zeeman field
applied longitudinally. Nowadays, several state-of-the-art experiments with these nanowires show
measurements compatible with the existence of Majorana states at its ends. These experiments are
typically based on detecting zero bias anomalies in transport, which constitutes a sufficient
condition for the existence of Majoranas, but not a necessary one. It is now the time to take a step
forward and show Majorana properties that cannot be mimicked by other unwanted low-lying trivial
states. One of such properties is the non-locality of the Majorana wave function.
Recently, transport through a QD attached to a Majorana nanowire has been proposed as a probe
to faithfully estimate the degree of Majorana spatial overlap. In this work, we extend this analysis
and consider several scenarios likely to be found in real experiments, such as smoothly varying
potentials, gaps, normal regions, etc. We analyse their spectra, wave functions☂ shapes, energy
splittings and degree of Majorana spatial overlap. We find that the non-locality estimator measured
with a QD is always a faithful one.

Figure. Spectrum of a Majorana nanowire in a smoothly varying potential as a function of the applied
Zeeman field [left]. Correlation plot between the non-locality estimator ( / ) and the spatial overlap (キ)
defined from the lowest Andreev Bound State for smoothly confined chains. Each dot corresponds to a different
choice of system parameters. Dot color encodes the Majorana hybridization ジ/る, from zero (blue) to one
(purple) [right].

[1] Elsa Prada, Ramón Aguado, and Pablo San-Jose, Phys. Rev. B 96, 085418 (August 2017)
[2] Mourik V, Zuo K, Frolov S. M. Bakkers and Kouwenhoven.M. T. Deng et al. Science 354, 1557 (2016)
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Investigating multimode vibrational models for
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Abstract
When an ensemble of quantum emitters interacts with a confined electromagnetic field
mode, the system can enter into the strong coupling regime where hybrid light-matter
quasiparticles known as polaritons emerge, inheriting properties from each constituent.
Organic molecules present favorable features to achieve large couplings to optical modes
at ambient conditions due to their tightly-bound Frenkel excitons with large dipole moments.
The influence of strong light-matter coupling on internal molecular degrees of freedom has
recently come into focus, with several papers predicting a reduced vibrational
reorganization of polaritons compared to bare excited electronic states [1]. This could have
important consequences for the chemical reactivity of such molecules. However, existing
models only describe a single vibrational mode in each molecule, while actual molecules
possess a large amount of vibrational degrees of freedom and additionally interact with a
continuous bath of phononic modes in the host solvent or polymer matrix in typical
experiments.
In this work, we employ an ab-initio numerical algorithm based on Matrix Product States [2]
to treat an ensemble of molecules with an arbitrary number of vibrational degrees of
freedom under strong coupling to a microcavity mode. We demonstrate that reduced
vibrational dressing survives in this case, and show the influence of the phononic
environment on most electronic and photonic observables can be predicted from just two
collective parameters.
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Experimental and theoretical studies performed during the last ten years show that the
combination of conductance and thermopower measurements in single-molecule junctions, that is,
individual molecules connected by two electrodes, provide very valuable complementary information
about the transport of electrons through the molecules and, in particular, about the features of the
transmission function around the Fermi level of the electrodes [1-5]. In this context, we present
break-junction measurements, using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM-BJ) [5], performed to
characterize simultaneously both the conductance and thermopower of single-molecule junctions,
namely a family of oligoyne molecular wires, where we study the length dependence of these
properties, and a group of fluorene molecules, where the effects of backbone tunability are studied.
Our results show the great potential of chemical design in the joint improvement of conductance and
thermopower in molecular junctions.

Figure: top) Squematic representation of a molecular junction; when a temperature
difference is applied between both electrodes, thermoelectric properties can be measured.

Bottom) Systems studied: a family of oligoyne wires (left) and a group of fluorene
molecules (right) (only one molecule of each family shown).

[1] P. Reddy et al., Science, 315, 1568-1571 (2007)
[2] J. R. Widawsky et al., L. Nano Lett., 12, 354-358 (2012)
[3] C. Evangeli et al., Nano Lett., 13, 2141-2145 (2013)
[4] L. Rincón-García, Nature Materials, 15, 289-293 (2016)
[5] L. Rincón-García et al., Chem. Soc. Rev, 45, 4285-4306 (2016)
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Coherence of travelling polariton condensates:
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We investigate the temperature dependence on the degree of coherence of travelling
polariton condensates. As a consequence of their wave-particle (photon-exciton) character we
are able to study the coherence just by measuring interferences between condensates using
spectroscopic techniques for real- and reciprocal (k)-space.

A recent study of Antón et al. showed the presence of interference fringes in k-space
produced by the phase correlation between two polariton condensates [1]. Since the condensates
were separated by 70 µm, these experiments proved the existence of remote coherence between
them. Here, we study the thermal robustness of this coherence through the visibility of
interference fringes in their time-resolved light emission. The sample used in this work consists
of a high-quality GaAs-based 1D-microcavity, surrounded by two Bragg mirrors, with ridge
structures sculpted on it. We excite the sample with two, spatially separated, pulsed-laser beams.
We focus our attention on three time delays of particular interest (Fig.1). In k-space, when the
condensates acquire a constant maximum momentum (A) and when they have decreased their
speed, joining at k 0 (B); also in real-space when travelling in opposite directions the
condensates meet (C). We observe a very fast decay of the visibility with increasing temperature
[2]. Some comparisons with theories already developed for atomic condensates allows us to
infer a critical temperature for the BEC-like transition. In the analysis, two different regimes are
considered: the coexistence of thermal-condensed polaritons in a trap and a mean-field approach
for atom gases.

Figure 1. (a) TEM image of one of the ridges used in the experiment. (b) Time-resolved
photoluminescence emission along the long dimension of a ridge in real-space for 14 K; the laser

beams impinge on the sample at ±35 µm. The intensity is in a linear false-color scale. (c) The
corresponding emission in k-space for the same temperature. The intensity is in a logarithmic false-

color scale.

[1] C. Antón et al., Phys. Rev. B, 90, 081407 (2014)
[2] E. Rozas et al. arXiv:1710.06292 (2017)
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Enhancing Photon Correlations through
Plasmonic Strong Coupling
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We investigate the quantum statistics of the light scattered from a plasmonic nanocavity coupled to a
mesoscopic ensemble of emitters under low coherent pumping. We present an analytical description
of the intensity correlations taking place in these systems, and unveil the fingerprint of plasmon-
exciton-polaritons in them. Our findings reveal that plasmonic cavities are able to retain and enhance
excitonic nonlinearities even when the number of emitters is large. This makes plasmonic strong
coupling a promising route for generating nonclassical light beyond the single emitter level.

Figure 1. Maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) correlation function as a function of the QE ensemble
size (N) for several values of the single emitter cooperativity (C). The inset in the upper panel shows the

map of photon positive (yellow) and negative (violet) correlations as a function of N and C.

[1] R. Sáez-Blázquez, J. Feist, A. I. Fernández-Domínguez, and F. J. García-Vidal, Optica 4, 11 (2017)
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Strong light-matter coupling: comparison of classical,
semiclassical and quantum approaches
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When the interaction between light modes in (nano)photonic structures and matter excitations
becomes faster than all relevant decoherence processes, the system can enter the "strong coupling"
regime. In this regime, the fundamental excitations of the system are hybrid light-matter excitations,
so-called polaritons, that combine the properties of both constituents. In the last years, it has been
shown that under strong coupling, material properties and even chemical reactions can be modified
[1-6]. However, most models used to treat such effects use strongly simplified models that do not
take into account the realistic modal structure of the photonic modes. We present a theoretical study
of collective strong coupling of many organic molecules to a cavity mode where we compare
classical, semiclassical and fully quantum models and discuss and evaluate their respective strengths
and weaknesses.

[1] J. A. Hutchison et al., Angew. Chemie 124, 1624 (2012)
[2] J. Galego et al., Phys. Rev. X, 5, 041022 (2015)
[3] J. Galego et al., Nat. Commun., 7, 13841 (2016)
[4] F. Herrera et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 116, 238301 (2016)
[5] M. Kowalewski et al., J. Chem. Phys., 144, 054309 (2016)
[6] J. Flick et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., 114, 3026 (2017)
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Plasmon-enhanced Yb3+ luminescence and laser action by
disordered plasmonic networks
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The generation and manipulation of coherent light at the nanoscale is nowadays a topic of
intense and technological research. In this context, nanolasing has been demonstrated by combining
the extraordinary properties of plasmonic structures with optical gain media such as dye molecules,
semiconductors, or rare-earth doped crystals [1, 2].

Among rare-earth ions, Yb3+ is of special interest in a large variety of applications including
bio-imaging, photovoltaics, NIR-driven photocatalysis or the development of tunable ultra-short
pulsed solid state lasers.

In this work, we study the effect of disordered plasmonic networks connecting Ag
nanoparticles on the spontaneous emission and laser properties of Yb3+ ions in RbTiOPO4, a relevant
electro-optic nonlinear crystal in which tunable laser action at around 1 µm and the generation of
ultra-short laser pulses have been demonstrated. Disordered plasmonic systems are of special interest
because of the coexistence of both localized and delocalized plasmonic modes, thus providing a
broad spatial and spectral distribution of field enhancement useful to efficiently overlap the Yb3+
absorption transitions in the NIR. We show that plasmonic networks produce a remarkable
intensification of the Yb3+ spontaneous emission (up to 5-fold), mainly via excitation enhancement
[3]. Consequently, significant changes in the laser properties of Yb3+ 2F5/2 綠 2F7/2 transition are
observed.

The work points out the role of disordered plasmonic networks for the development of new
multifunctional solid-state lasers operating at the subwavelength regime in the near infrared region.

References
[1] R.-M. Ma et al. Laser Photonics Rev. 7 (2013) 1-21.
[2] P. Molina et al. Nano Letters 16 (2016) 895-899.
[3] L. Sánchez-García et al. Nanoscale 9 (2017) 16166-16174.
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In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in materials emitting in the second
biological window (II-BW, extending from 1000 to 1400 nm), mainly for applying them in
fluorescence-based optical imaging of both in vitro and in vivo. Indeed, the fluo-rescence
imaging in II-BW presents a better performance over visible (450♠700 nm) and traditional
NIR-I imaging (750♠900 nm) because the light in this spectral range is weakly absorbed and
scattered by tissues, thus allowing deeper tissue penetration and lower autofluorescence [1-
3]. A number of materials have been proposed for being efficient luminescent probes
operating in the II-BW, and silver sulfide nanocrystals (Ag2S NCs) have gained much
attention due to their outstanding features such as, absence of heavy metals (Cd, Hg, or Pb),
high photochemical stability, low toxicity, emission at approximately 1200 nm and ability to
be capped by surfactants or capping agents, thus making this material highly promising for
biological applications [4-7]. Herein, we report a methodical study of thermal effect on the
fluorescence decay dynamics of infrared emitting colloidal Ag2S NCs coated with two
different surfaces, PEG-SH and DDT ligands, thus allowing them to be dispersible in
aqueous and organic media, respectively (as illustrative in Fig. 1). In both cases, it was
shown that the lifetime, by monitoring their main emission at 1225 nm, is strongly reduced
(approximately 70%) by increasing the temperature in the biological temperature range (20-
50 °C), presenting a high lifetime thermal sensitivity as large as 3-4%°C-1. In addition, to
demonstrate their ability for lifetime-based fluorescence nonothermometry, it was
demonstrated a successfully application through a simple vitro experiments projected to
clarify the magnitude of subcutaneous thermal gradients. All these results make Ag2S NCs
outstanding candidates for high sensitivity subcutaneous lifetime-based thermal sensing in
the second biological window (1000♠1400 nm).
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Fig. 1. The Ag2S NCs coated with DDT and PEG and dispersed in Toluene and Water,
respectively.

[1]  E. Hemmer, A. Benayas, F. Légaré and F. Vetrone, Nanoscale Horiz., 2016, 1, 168♠184.
[2]  A. M. Smith, M. C. Mancini and S. Nie, Nat. Nanotechnol., 2009, 4, 710♠711.
[3]  R. R. Anderson and J. A. Parrish, J. Invest. Dermatol., 1981, 77, 13♠19.
[4] Y. Zhang, G. Hong, Y. Zhang, G. Chen, F. Li, H. Dai and Q. Wang, ACS Nano, 2012, 6,
3695♠3702.
[5] K. Welsher, S. P. Sherlock and H. Dai, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A., 2011, 108, 8943♠
8948.
[6] J. T. Robinson, G. Hong, Y. Liang, B. Zhang, O. K. Yaghi and H. Dai, J. Am. Chem.
Soc., 2012, 134, 10664♠10669.
[7] G. Hong, J. T. Robinson, Y. Zhang, S. Diao, A. L. Antaris, Q. Wang and H. Dai, Angew.
Chem., Int. Ed., 2012, 51, 9818♠
9821.
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3.1 Colloidal perovskite nanoplatelets,
L2[ABX3]n"1BX4, are a promising class of
semiconductor nanomaterials, exhibiting
bright luminescence, tunable and spectrally
narrow absorption and emission features,
strongly confined excitonic states, and
facile colloidal synthesis.[1] Here, we
demonstrate their extensive spectral
tunability by changing the chemical
constituents and nanoplatelet thickness,
where L is an organic ligand (butyl-
ammonium, octylammonium), A is a
monovalent cation (cesium, methyl-
ammonium, formamidinium), B is a divalent metal cation (lead, tin), X is a halide anion (chloride,
bromide, iodide), and n-1 is the number of perovskite unit cells in thickness. We show that variation
of n, B, and X leads to large changes in absorption and emission energy, from the deep UV, across
the visible, into the near-IR. On the other hand, changing L, A, or the solvent leads to only subtle
changes but can significantly impact the nanoplatelet stability and PLQY with values of up to 22%,
outperforming previously reported values. Furthermore, using mixed halide (X) compositions allows
a continuous spectral tunability over a 1.5 eV spectral range, from 2.2 eV to 3.7 eV. Using TEM,
SEM and XRD, we show that nanoplatelets have large lateral dimensions (100 nm ♠ 1 ダm), which
promote self-assembly into stacked superlattice structures ♠ the periodicity of which can be adjusted
based on the nanoplatelet surface ligand length. With focus on the most quantum confined
thicknesses, n = 1 and n = 2, we demonstrate the versatility of colloidal perovskite nanoplatelets as a
material platform, with tunability extending from the deep UV, across the visible, into the near-IR. In
particular, the tin-containing nanoplatelets represent a significant addition to the small but
increasingly important family of lead- and cadmium-free colloidal semiconductors.[2,3]

[1] Huang H, Polavarapu L, Sichert JA, Susha AS, Urban AS, Rogach AL, NPG Asia Mater, 8,
e328

(2016)
[2] Weidman MC, Seitz M, Stranks SD, Tisdale WA, ACS Nano, 10, 7830♠7839 (2016)
[3] Seitz M, Master Thesis, ETH Zurich (2016)

Figure 1: Perovskite nanoplatelets of thicknesses n = 2 and
photograph of perovskite nanoplatelets with different chemical
compositions and thicknesses (A = organic cation, B = metal,
X = halide, n = thickness).
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The faculty to accurately control and manipulate organic and/or inorganic micro/nano particles in
liquid medium is fundamental for certain applications in biology, medicine, electronics, etc. So far,
different strategies have been explored for the manipulation of micro/nano particles such as fluidic
flow-guided assembly, Langmuir♠Blodgett assembly, drop casting, deep coating, and
dielectrophoresis (DEP). Among these methods, the latter one has the advantage of being highly
compatible with microfluidic systems. In fact, the integration of DEP in such systems results in an
extensive list of desirable traits for the manipulation of micro/nano particles:  separation, trapping,
assembling, transportation, and selectivity.
DEP takes place when a neutral particle is polarized by an inhomogeneous electric field, and
experiences a translational force (DEP force) due to polarizability of the particle material.  Therefore,
these particles can be then handled using a DEP force, which typically is created by the application
of an AC voltage between some electrodes, where particles are trapped. This force depends on the
dielectric properties of the particles and the suspending medium, and on the frequency, phase and
magnitude of the electric field, as well. Hence, playing around these parameters we can obtain a
controllable trapping efficiency of particles in a specific site.
In view of the above, we have fabricated a DEP system, and verified its performance in the
fabrication of H2 gas sensor based of graphene oxide (GO) flakes across aluminium-doped ZnO
(AZO) electrodes. The assembly of the GO flakes was optimized by controlling the DEP parameters:
applied frequency, applied peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp), and processing time. In addition, by atomic
force microscope (AFM), we have proved the presence and arrangement of the GO flakes aligned
between the AZO electrodes (see figure 1). Moreover, a stable electrical connection is observed,
overtime.

Figure 1. Tapping-mode AFM of rGO device assembled via
DEP. At the edges of the photo, view of a pair of AZO
electrodes with a gap smaller than 6 m
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2 Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Oarai, Ibaraki 311-1313, Japan

Ferromagnetic superconductors can show equal spin pairing superconductivity, in form, for example,
of a p-wave pair wave function. Among the different candidates, the U-based single crystalline
systems stand out because of the real coexistence between the superconducting and ferromagnetic
order, and their numerous interesting properties, such as the unusual upper critical field[1] and the
field-induced re-entrant superconductivity[2]. Recent measurements show that superconductive
pairing is remarkably sensitive to the external magnetic field[3]. However, it is unknown if the
magnetic field induces strong difference in the pairing interaction in different parts of the phase
diagram. Here we address this issue by a combined study of thermal and electrical transport in
UCoGe, under magnetic field up to 15T. We observe that the resistive transition width considerably
sharpens in the high field region. In addition, it lies at a lower temperature than the bulk transition
observed in the thermal conductance. This shows strongly enhanced vortex mobility in this high field
region, in which a freezing transition from a vortex liquid to a glass-like or solid lattice might occur.
Meanwhile a sudden change in thermal conductivity is observed inside the superconducting phase.
Altogether these results suggest a field-induced change in the superconducting phase[4].
[1] Aoki, D.; Matsuda, T.D.; Taufour, V.; Hassinger, E.; Knebel, G. & Flouquet J., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn.
78, 113709 (2009).
[2] F. Lévy; I. Sheikin; B. Grenier & A. D. Huxley, Science, Vol. 309, Issue 5739 (2005)
[3] B. Wu; G. Bastien, M. Taupin; C. Paulsen; L. Howald; D. Aoki & J.-P. Brison, Nature
Communications 8, 14480 (2017)
[4] B. Wu; D. Aoki & J.-P. Brison, to be published
* Present position: postdoc fellow at the Low Temperature Laboratory at University Autonoma of Madrid.
Work supported by ERC Starting Grant Pnicteyes
0d2b7fccf51e7d4abe11138ed4ea23d7
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Cerenkov radiation in plasmonic metamaterials
J. Abad Arredondo1, A.l. Fernández Domínguez1, and F.J. García Vidal1

1Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Departamento de física teórica de la materia condensada

Abstract
We explore the properties of Cerenkov radiation and the interaction between swift electrons
in Aloof configuration and plasmonic metamaterials. We consider two paradigmatic
structures: Hyperbolic and spoof plasmon metamaterials, described within a homogenization
approach. We investigate the modification of Cerenkov radiation characteristics through
photonic density of states engineering. We report phenomena such as the lowering, or
complete removal, of electron velocity threshold, and the tuning of emission direction.
Keywords
Hyperbolic Metamaterial, Spoof Plasmon, Cerenkov Radiation, Drude-Lorentz, Maxwell-
Garnett
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Analysis of an opto-mechanical self-adjusting
interferometer

Alicia Fresno1, Manuel I. Marqués1
1Departamento de Física de Materiales, IFIMAC & Instituto Nicolás Cabrera, Universidad Autónoma de

Madrid
Email: alicia.fresno@estudiante.uam.es

In this work we analyze the response of a Fabry-Perot-like interferometer composed of two
semitransparent mirrors under mutual optical interactions. First, within the electric dipole
approximation and by solving the multiple scattering problem, we calculate the visibility of the
interference pattern produced by the device for different values of the misalignment.  Secondly, we
compute the optical interactions, forces and torques, acting on the interferometer. We analyze under
which conditions the proposed device, by means of the auto induced opto-mechanical interactions,
turns into a self-adjusting interferometer.
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Quantum violation of classical Leggett-Garg Inequalities
E. González

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Email: eduardo.gonzalezs01@estudiante.uam.es

Abstract: The violation of well-known Bell☂s inequalities probe entanglement between
spatially-separated systems. In this work we will present an introduction to a different type of
inequalities namely the Leggett-Garg inequalities (LGI) [1, 2]. These inequalities test the spatially
local correlations of a system measured at different times. The violation of LGI would imply the
absence of a realistic description of the system or the impossibility of performing non-disturbing
measurements. We will also review one of the numerous experimental tests conducted in the last few
years. We focus on the work performed by George et al. [3] which consist of a ☜three-box☝ quantum
game [4] between two players, Bob and Alice. This game is implemented by using state-of-the-art
control and measurement of the nitrogen vacancy center in diamond.

[1] A. J. Leggett and A. Garg, Quantum mechanics versus macroscopic realism: Is the ux there
when nobody looks? Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 857 (1985).
[2] C. Emary et al., Leggett-Garg Inequalities, Rep. Prog. Phys. 77, 016001 (2014)
[3] R. E. George et al., Opening up three quantum boxes causes classically undetectable
wavefunction collapse, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 110, 3777 (2013).
[4] Aharonov Y. and Vaidman L., Complete description of a quantum system at a given time, J. Phys.
A 24, 2315-28 (1991).

Work developed under the supervision of C. Tejedor
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Physics of complex systems applied to stem cell
differentiation

Paula Magrinyà Aguiló1, Mario Ledesma Terrón1,2 and David Míguez Gómez1,2
1 Condensed Matter Physics Institute , Madrid, Spain

2 Centro de Biología Molecular Severo Ochoa, Madrid, Spain
Email: paula.magrinya@estudiante.uam.es

In the development of the zebrafish (Danio rario) retina, there are progenitor and differentiated cells.
Progenitor cells have the ability to divide into two different types of cells: either new progenitor
cells,which aid ensuring tissue growth, or differentiated cells, which play a specific role in the adult
tissue and have lost their proliferative potential. Moreover, the developing neural retina give rise to
seven different cellular types organized in three cellular layers, so this system has a strong positional
and temporal complexity (Heavner and Pevny, 2012). Therefore, the study of the dynamical behavior
of progenitor cells is essential in order to understand the balance between retinal growth and the
acquisition of specific biological function (Klein and Simons, 2011). By using a theoretical
framework based on a Markov branching process, it is possible to derive a model for the
approximation of the average cell cycle time and the differentiation rate, given only the number of
progenitor, differentiated and quiescent cells at different times of the retina development (Miguez,
2015). In order to prove these equations, a protocol of immunohistochemistry has been optimized in
order to obtain the number of progenitor and differentiated cells present at different times of the
developing retina of zebrafish embryos.

Figure 1. 3D representation of progenitor cells (identified by the transcription factor Vsx2; red) and differentiated cells
(identified by GFP, expressed under the control of the transcription factor Ath5; green).

[1] Klein, A.M., and Simons, B.D. (2011). Universal patterns of stem cell fate in cycling adult tissues. Dev. Camb. Engl.
138, 3103♠3111.
[2] Heavner, W., and Pevny, L. (2012). Eye development and retinogenesis. Cold Spring Harb. Perspect. Biol. 4.
[3] Miguez, D.G. (2015). A Branching Process to Characterize the Dynamics of Stem Cell Differentiation. Sci. Rep. 5.
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Preparation of nanostructured Si surfaces for cell
mobility trials

Rodrigo Pérez-Ordoyo Bellido1
1Dpto. Física Aplicada, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Email: rodrigo.perezordoyobellido@gmail.com

The mobilty of cells on nanostructured surfaces has been studied by some researchers leading to
interesting results [1,2]. In this work, we approach the topic on trying to create nanotopographical
surfaces with controlled assymetry to make cells move with the direction of the asymmetry. For that
purpose, we describe the process used to functionalize Si surfaces with big enough surface area for
easy laboratory handling and for biological trials. It consists in using the Langmuir-Blodgett layer
deposition method (described by [3]) with a colloidal solution made up of polyestyrene nanoparticles
to create a hexagonal packed film (figure 1, left). After that using plasma etching (RIE) we create
nanopillars (figure 1, right), that are later bombarded with Ar ions to create the asymmetry. We show
how some parameters affect this creation process and the final result of the nanotopography.

Figure 1. (Left) Nanometric poliestirene particles arranged in a hexagonal crystalline packing over
a Si surface. (Right) Si nanopillars obtained after a plasma etching of the PS particles.

[1] Beata Wójciak-Stothard et al., Experimental Cell Research 223, 426-435 (1996)
[2] Darío Gallach Pérez et al., Colloids and Surfaces B: Biointerfaces 126, 146-153 (2015)
[3] Paola Pellacani, Fabrication of 2D colloidal crystals over large areas for biosensing, 201
[4] Esther Punzón Quijorna, Desarrollo de patrones biofuncionales sobre Si y TiN mediante haces de
iones, 2015
Special thanks to Miguel Manso and María Dolores Ynsa from Dpto. Física Aplicada, UAM

for all the help, supervision and support with this work.
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Plasmonic arrangements on Nd:LiNbO3 for directional
light emission at the nanoscale

J. Robledo-Moreno, J. Sanz-Mateo, L. Sánchez-García, M. O Ramírez, L. E. Bausá
Dept. Física de Materiales and Instituto Nicolás Cabrera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049-Madrid,
Spain.

Email: javier.robledom@estudiante.uam.es

Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) are known for their capabilities to enhance optical phenomena such
as luminescence, second harmonic generation, laser emission, etc [1-2] as they provide
subwavelength confinement of the electromagnetic radiation. Despite the progress achieved so far,
new functionalities should be developed to fulfill current requirements in nanophotonics. In
particular, controlling the directionality of light produced by emitters is highly desired. Up to date,
directional light emission has been demonstrated in macroscopic plasmonic arrangements making
use of  diffractive coupling [3], but it has not been achieved yet by using single plasmonic units.

In this work, we show the possibility to obtain directional enhancement of the emission produced
by Nd3+ ions by using closely-spaced Ag NPs arranged in necklaces or in linear chains. These
nanostructures have been fabricated on Nd3+:LiNbO3 by electron beam nanolithography and
photochemical reduction, and their optical properties have been experimentally characterized. The
directional enhancement is analyzed by means of FDTD simulations in the near and far field
regimen, considering the coupling of the dipole emitters to the plasmonic mode. As shown, the single
plasmonic units sustain collective modes that provide not only field confinement, but also an
extended spatial coherence to the emission of Nd3+ ions.

The results constitute a promising and novel approach to the development of directional light
sources in the nanoscale based on rare earth doped materials.

[1] E.Yraola et al., Advanced Materials, 25, 910 (2013).
[2] A. Gomez- Tornero et al. 29 1605267 (2017).
[3] D. Wang, ACS Photonics 2, 1798 (2015).
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Development of Quantum Dot Devices and
Quantum Point Contacts Based on InAs Nanowires

Luis Sánchez Izquierdo1, Eduardo Lee2
1INC Undergraduate Researcher, Madrid, Spain

2 Condensed Matter Physics Department, Condensed Matter Physics Center (IFIMAC) and INC, Universidad
Autonoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain
luis.sanchez.izquierdo96@gmail.com

eduardo.lee@uam.es

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in devices based on InAs nanowires. This
largely owes to theoretical predictions that hybrid superconductor-InAs nanowire devices are a
promising platform for engineering topological superconductors, which are, by their turn, natural
hosts for Majorana zero modes. In this work, we aimed to establish the first steps towards fabricating
nanodevices based on InAs nanowires. As a first step, we focused on optimizing the electrical
contacts to the nanowire. Specifically, we have employed a wet chemical etching of the native oxide,
before depositing Ti/Au contacts. The quality of the electrical contacts was attested by performing
electrical measurements from room temperature down to 100 K, which revealed conductances as
high as 0.7 x 2e2/h. We have also worked on developing ☜nano☝ gate electrodes with sub-100 nm
width and sub-100 nm pitch, which will be employed for confining quantum dots. The final part of
this work was dedicated to setting up a low temperature transport experiment (4.2 K). We are
currently finishing to assemble the cold finger for the experiment.
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Ordering properties of a two-dimensional
fluid by molecular dynamics

Enrique Velasco and Jiahao Wang
Theoretical condensed matter physics department, Autonomous University of Madrid, Spain

Email: jia.wang@estudiante.uam.es

We have implemented a novel method to analyse the ordering properties of a two-dimensional
fluid of anisotropic particles by molecular dynamics simulation. The stability and energy
conservation of the technique are monitored and seen to be satisfactory. A test in the equivalence of
microcanonical and canonical ensembles is also performed.

Figure 1. Particle configuration for experiment.

The system exhibits an orientational phase. Since the method is Hamiltonian, and translational
and orientational degrees of freedom are treated on an equal footing, the extension to dissipative and
active particle models is feasible and will likely lead to interesting phenomenology.

[1]M. González Pinto (2017). Entropy,order and 2D confinement of hard particles (Doctoral dissertation)
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